RM6095 Gigabit
Capable Connectivity
How to join the DPS

This presentation provides you, the supplier, with a brief overview
of the DPS application process and the system, where to start, and
how to get help if you need it.

How to apply
The application process is managed online on the Supplier Registration
Service (SRS)
● If not already done so you will need to register for the SRS system
https://supplierregistration.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/organisation/register
● You can then navigate to the Gigabit Capable Connectivity DPS and
click ‘Access as a Supplier’
https://supplierregistration.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/dps#technology
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Please ensure you have downloaded and read the
Bid Pack particularly the DPS Needs before you
begin to apply

If you’re a new supplier to us or to public procurement, then you will
need to register on the Supplier Registration Service, this is a
generic service used across the public sector to access supplier
information and procurement questionnaires.
It’s used a lot in the public sector as a portal for suppliers to store
their questionnaire information to avoid having to repeat the same
responses over and over again.
Once you’re registered here, you can then navigate to the RM6095
DPS platform and access as a supplier. This will take you into the
system to apply directly for the gigabit capable connectivity
agreement.

DPS Platform
https://supplierregistration.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/dps#technology

This is what the DPS platform looks like and where you will start
your application from.
From here select the technology link and then scroll down to the
Gigabit Capable Connectivity DPS.

DPS Platform
https://supplierregistration.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/dps#technology

Before you begin your application, we require you to download the
Bid Pack, and ensure you’ve read all the information here before
you proceed.

Bid Pack

Need more information about
the Bid Pack content?
Contact CCS
info@crowncommercial.gov.uk

The bid pack holds all the information about how to apply through
the DPS platform, the terms and conditions and some templates.
The most important document for you to begin with is the DPS
Needs document, which covers the application process, what
happens if you don’t meet some of our requirements such as
economic and financial standing, and how the appointment process
works.
The bid pack also contains all the terms and conditions, this is
where you can find all the schedules that may apply to
procurements for order contracts under this agreement.
Please ensure you download this pack and read it thoroughly, we
are here if you have any questions, you can email us at
info@crowncommercial.gov.uk.

DPS Platform
https://supplierregistration.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/dps#technology

You can also ask a question directly from the DPS platform.
By selecting Clarifications here you can also view all the previously
asked clarification questions and answers . When you click the link
to the clarifications, it will take you through to the list.

Clarification Questions

As you can see on this screenshot, there is a link to the right hand
side to ask a clarification question. We aim to answer these as
soon as possible, and the answers are always published unless
you clearly indicate that it is commercially sensitive.

Need help with the platform?
Having trouble with the DPS platform or finding previous applications or
questionnaires.

The CCS team cannot see your application until you have
submitted it in the system.
If at any point you find you encounter a problem with the platform
and you are not seeing what you think you should see, you can
contact NQC who run the supplier registration service, and the DPS
platform.
Their contact details are on both the DPS Marketplace and the
Supplier Registration webpages at the bottom of the page where
you will also find a link to online Help & FAQs

Applying
Register

Register as a supplier under
the Supplier Registration
System

Attachment “READ FIRST RM6095 - DPS Needs” of the bid pack shows the selection questions
that you are required to answer

Having downloaded and read through the Bid pack you are ready
to start your application.
If you have not already done so by this stage you will need to
register on the Supplier Registration Service.

Applying
Register

Request to
Participate Complete SQ

DPS Platform

Navigate to the DPS Platform and
‘Access as a Supplier’ to begin an
application

https://supplierregistration.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/dps#technology

When you are ready to apply, you can access the DPS as a
supplier, this will take you through the application process, starting
with the selection questionnaire.
The system should guide you through the process of applying, if at
any point you find you are not seeing what you think you should
see, you can contact NQC who run the supplier registration service,
and the DPS platform. Their contact details are on the DPS
webpage at the bottom.

Applying
Register

Request to
Participate Complete SQ

Navigate to the DPS Platform
and ‘Access as a Supplier’ to
begin an application
You can either start a new SQ
speciﬁcally for this
procurement or you can use an
SQ you have already saved

Selection Questionnaire (SQ)
You must complete the standard SQ ﬁrst and submit
through the Supplier Registration Service (SRS) in order to
progress to the next section the DPSQ
Once you have progressed to the DPSQ you CANNOT
amend your responses to the standard SQ

Attachment 6 of the bid pack shows the selection questions that you are
required to answer

There are two questionnaires you will need to complete - you must
complete the standard selection questionnaire (SQ) first and then
the DPS specific questionnaire (DPSQ).
The standard selection questionnaire can either be started from
scratch, or you can use one you’ve completed previously.
Once you’ve either completed the selection questionnaire or linked
through to one you have already completed and saved, you can
continue onto the DPSQ, this is where you will need to respond to
the questions that are specific to this agreement, such as the
service types that you can provide, the locations and any other
specific accreditations you can provide.

Economic and financial standing
●

Assessment of your organisation’s economic and financial standing will be
made based on the DUNS number provided in your SQ, the threshold for
this DPS is a score of 55

●

If you do not meet this threshold, you will be asked for additional information
so that an assessment can be made

●

If you indicate that a financial guarantor will be provided we will perform an
assessment of the proposed financial guarantor’s economic and financial
standing

●

This process is detailed at Paragraph 24 in the Bid Pack DPS Needs
document
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We will use the information you provide in the selection
questionnaire to carry out an assessment of your economic and
financial standing. We do this to ensure our customers have the
confidence that the suppliers under our agreements are financially
sound.
This part of the questionnaire is based on the DUNS number that
you provide when you register, which is why it’s so important that
we have the correct DUNS number. The threshold for this DPS is a
score of 55 from Dun and Bradstreet. If you don’t meet this
threshold please don’t be put off applying CCS will work with you to
understand and evidence your financial position.
In doing this we may request you to provide further information.

Economic and financial standing
●

You may be asked for additional information so that an assessment can be
made.
➢

Audited accounts for the most recent two years; and/or

➢

A statement of turnover, profit and loss account/income statement,
balance sheet/statement of financial position and statement of cash flow
for the most recent year of trading;

➢

A statement of cash flow forecast for the current year and a bank letter
outlining the current cash and credit position;

➢

An alternative means for demonstrating financial status

Attachment “READ FIRST RM6095 - DPS Needs” of the bid pack provides more
detail on this process (paragraph 24)

The process we follow for requesting further information is detailed
within the DPS Needs document included within the Bid Pack.
We may ask you to provide audited accounts, financial statements
or alternative means of demonstrating your financial status.

Insurances
●

You will be asked to confirm you have the following insurance cover
➢

Employer’s (Compulsory) Liability Insurance of £5,000,000 minimum

➢

Public Liability Insurance of £5,000,000

➢

Professional Indemnity Insurance of £1,000,000

Attachment “READ FIRST RM6095 - DPS Needs” of the bid pack provides more
detail on this process (paragraph 24)

You will also be asked to confirm that you have insurance cover
and that you are able to provide evidence of this cover on request.

Applying
Register

SQ

Request to
Participate Complete DPSQ

After you’ve completed the SQ the
system will lead you into the DPSQ,
this is where you’ll be asked to
conﬁrm which services you provide
and what locations etc

DPSQ
Once you have saved and submitted your
standard SQ you will be directed to the DPSQ
If you are unsure about how to complete any part
of the SQ or the DPSQ you can raise a question
via the DPS clariﬁcation link or through the
mailbox info@crowncommercial.gov.uk

If you don’t provide this questionnaire
you haven’t applied to the DPS

Attachment 6 of the bid pack shows the selection questions that you are
required to answer

Once you have saved and submitted your standard SQ the system
will lead you into the DPSQ, this is where you’ll be asked to confirm
which services you provide and what locations.
You will also be required to declare your performance with regard
to prompt payment of your supply chain.

Suppliers approach to payment
●

Procurement Policy Notice 04/19 requires inclusion of selection
questions to ensure prompt payment within the supply chain.

●

The DPSQ contains questions that you must answer if you will be
using a supply chain to deliver the Services for the RM6095 GCC
DPS
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/procurement-policy-note
-0419-taking-account-of-a-suppliers-approach-to-payment-in-the-proc
urement-of-major-contracts--2
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This will be a new requirement for many of you joining the DPS,
and is driven by the procurement policy notice about payment
approaches in the procurement of major government contracts.
We’ve provided the link to the notice if you need more information.

Suppliers approach to payment
If you intend to use a supply chain for this DPS then you will be asked to
confirm one of the following responses:
i) 95% and above of supply chain invoices are paid in 60 days;
ii) 75%-95% of supply chain invoices are paid in 60 days; or
iii) less than 75% of all supply chain invoices are paid in 60 days.
In order to comply with PPN 04/19 the DPSQ contains questions that you
must answer
Further detail is available in the DPS Needs document
in the bid pack
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If you intend to use a supply chain to deliver services under this
DPS the PPN requires that you are achieving or are working
towards 95% and above of your supply chain invoices being paid
within 60 days.
If you respond that 75%-95% of all supply chain invoices are paid
in 60 days, you will be required to submit an action plan. CCS will
evaluate your submitted action plan and if the response is deemed
acceptable you will pass this question.
If you respond that less than 75% of all supply chain invoices are
paid in 60 days, then your performance falls substantially below the
required standard and the response to this question will be deemed
a fail, and you will be excluded from continuing with your DPS
submission until you are able to respond otherwise. For more detail
on this element of the questions is available in the DPS Needs
document in the bid pack.

Service types
●

Service type 1 - Broadband Connectivity Services - Provision of a business-class
broadband service to the Buyer Site(s) as specified in the relevant Order Contract.

●

Service type 2 - Infrastructure Build Services - Provision of telecommunication
infrastructure required to provide access to Gigabit Capable Connectivity Services to the
Buyer Site(s) through existing market channels.

●

Service type 3 - Managed Infrastructure Services - Provision of access to
telecommunications infrastructure between two specific Buyer locations.

Please Ensure:
1. You READ & UNDERSTAND the FULL specification at DPS Schedule 1 in the bid
pack
2. If you need to clarify any detail you use the routes provided for asking questions
3. In the DPSQ you SELECT ALL the service types that you can provide
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There are three service types within the scope of this DPS. Each
service type is described in detail within the DPS Schedule 1 Specification, please ensure that you have downloaded read and
that you understand the specification for each service type.
In the DPSQ you will be asked to confirm which service types you
can provide - you must select one or more - please consider
carefully and select all the service types you are capable of
delivering - for example if you select service type 3 (Managed
Infrastructure Services) then consider that you may also be able to
provide service type 2.
Once appointed to the DPS you can add additional service types.

Geographical Location
●
●

Postcode based per service you can provide
If you provide nationwide expand the radius until the appropriate region is
covered

Accreditations customers may need
●
●
●

Public Sector Network (PSN) Compliance
Health and Social Care Network (HSCN) Compliance
Cyber Essentials Plus

These accreditations are not mandatory for admittance to the DPS but may
be mandatory for a customer’s competition
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Cyber Essentials Basic is mandatory requirement for contracting under the
DPS

You are required to enter the geographical locations for each
service type you have selected.
When customers access the DPS to find a list of suppliers they will
be able to filter on service type, geographical location and
accreditations. Customers may require additional accreditations or
standards and you will be asked in the DPSQ to confirm which of
these you hold.
In line with government guidance Cyber Essentials Basic is a
mandatory requirement for contracting under the DPS, without it
you are unable to be awarded a contract by a customer.
Once appointed to the DPS you can update the geographical
locations and accreditations.

Applying - FAQs
Equality & Diversity
- You are required to have in place an Equality and Diversity Policy that complies with
current legislation
Data protection
- If you confirm you have had a breach of data protection obligations you must
provide the details of the breach and rectification
Supply Chain
- If you indicate you will use a supply chain you must then answer yes to using
subcontractors
- You must confirm that you and any Subcontractors will comply with the ‘Supplier
Code of Conduct’

There are some areas of the questionnaires that we regularly
receive questions on.
Equality & Diversity
- You are required to have in place an Equality and Diversity
Policy that complies with current legislation
Data protection
- If you confirm you have had a breach of data protection
obligations you must provide the details of the breach and
rectification
Supply Chain
- If you indicate you will use a supply chain you must then
answer yes to using subcontractors
- You must confirm that you and any Subcontractors will
comply with the ‘Supplier Code of Conduct’

Applying - FAQs
Grounds for exclusion
- If you select ‘Yes’ in response to any of the grounds for mandatory and discretionary
exclusion you must provide sufficient evidence of self-cleaning and that remedial
action has taken place
Modern Slavery
- Only applicable to organisations with turnover of £36m or higher, your application
will not be disadvantaged
- If you confirm that the Modern Slavery Act applies to your organisation you must
provide evidence of your compliance with that act

There are some areas of the questionnaires that we regularly
receive questions on.
Grounds for exclusion
- If you select ‘Yes’ in response to any of the grounds for
mandatory and discretionary exclusion you must provide
sufficient evidence of self-cleaning and that remedial action
has taken place
Modern Slavery
- Only applicable to organisations with turnover of £36m or
higher, your application will not be disadvantaged
- If you confirm that the Modern Slavery Act applies to your
organisation you must provide evidence of your compliance
with that act

Applying
Register

SQ

DPSQ

Submit

Once you submit your SQ and DPSQ your
application will be assessed by our Sourcing team

Assessing applications
Agreeing

Assessing

Rejected

Your application has
no risk flags and can
automatically be
approved

There are risk flags in
your application

Significant risk flags
raised in your
application

You will receive a
notification via the
DPS platform that you
need to accept the
DPS appointment form
Tick box process

You will be contacted
and the risk flags will
be reviewed by our
Sourcing team
Depending on the
nature of the risk
flags you will be able
to provide information
or rectify your
application

Your submission will
be rejected, our
Sourcing team will
provide feedback
You can still review,
rework and submit
again - only if the
issues have been
resolved

Once you’ve completed the DPSQ you can then submit your
application.
Your application will follow one of three paths - agreeing, assessing
or rejected.
If your application has no risk flags or issues, this can be
automatically approved by us, which will then put your application
into the ‘agreeing’ status.
This means that we are waiting for you to come back onto the
system and electronically sign the DPS appointment form. This is
just a tick box and once that has been done you are formally
appointed to the DPS.
If your application has some risk flags, it will be marked as

‘assessing’ - this means that our DPS team will need to review your
application and determine what the next steps are depending on
the nature of the risk flags that the system has indicated.
They will work with you to understand what the issue is and how
you can proceed. Once this has been done you can submit again.
If there are significant issues with our application it will be rejected.
Our team will contact you to explain why, and will still work with you
on next steps if you decide you still wish to be part of the
agreement.

You’re Appointed! What happens now?
●

Once a supplier is appointed to the DPS they can begin to receive
buyer competitions once the agreement is live for buyers to use

●

Successful suppliers will be invited to a welcome webinar where we
will discuss:
○ MI requirements in more detail
○ What to expect from customers
○ Supplier events specific to this DPS
○ Customer events that suppliers can exhibit or attend
○ CCS specific events
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Once a supplier is appointed to the DPS they can receive customer
competitions once the agreement is live, this may be through our
eSourcing suite, or it may be through the customers own
procurement portal, so please be aware that you may need to sign
up for their own procurement portal to take part in the competition.

The DPS platform buyer view

In the next few slides we show you the buyer view. A buyer will
access the DPS from the same webpage as a supplier from this
page they select ‘Access as a Buyer’ as shown on this slide.
They are then required to log in or if it is the buyers first time they
have accessed the platform they will need to register.

Customer Access Agreement

The buyer will be asked to read and confirm acceptance of the
Customer Access Agreement before creating and exporting a
supplier list from the category exports page.

Creating and exporting a supplier list

The buyer will be able to see the filters available to them for this
DPS.
They are able to filter by:
•
Service type
•
Security Accreditation and
•
Service Type Location’
Once they’ve selected the required filters, the platform will display
the list of available suppliers which the customer can then export.
Due to the fact that new suppliers can join the DPS at any point the
buyer should not use any supplier list older than 2 days.

Who to talk to
Question

Contact

More information needed about the Contact CCS
DPS and application content
info@crowncommercial.gov.uk
Having trouble with the DPS
platform or finding previous
applications or questionnaires

Contact NQC
Use ‘Contact Us’ link at bottom of
DPS platform page
0845 299 2994

Want to know more about the
DCMS funding and work pipeline

Contact DCMS
rgc@culture.gov.uk

So who can you talk to if you’re having trouble with the application
process or have questions about DPS.
If you want to ask us a question about the agreement or application
process please email us.
If your issue is with the DPS platform or SRS then you can contact
NQC.
For information on the customer pipeline or DCMS funding, you can
contact the RGC email at DCMS.

Thank you
We hope this webinar has been useful

